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Chapter 1 Plan Orange
1. When did Japan start planning for war and when did the US come up with their first Plan Orange?
2. What islands did the Japanese gain after the League of Nations mandated ownership to them in 1919?
3. What 5 island chains did Earl Hancock Ellis believe Japan would attack and what 2 island chains did Ellis’
plan call for the US to seizure?
4. On what condition did Japan accept the terms from the naval conference in Washington DC?
5. What was the objective of Joint Plan Orange?
6. The Japanese wanted to avoid war with the US until it did what, why was it important to do and why did
Japan not see the US as a friend?
7. Why did Japan post active-duty officers in school?
8. What was the Kellogg-Briand Pact and how many nations ratified it?
Chapter 2 Political Stalemate
1. Secretary of State, Henry Stimson claimed that World War II started when what happened and in what
year?
2. Henry Stimson believed what was highly unethical?
3. What was Roosevelt’s true intention for the 10,000 planes that he wanted built?
4. How did George Marshall redesign army doctrine and what was it called?
Chapter 3 The Build-up for War
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

After Germany occupied Paris, how did the US unofficially start itself for war?
What was Japan thinking when they wanted to make the “Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere”?
What three nations signed the ABC-1 plan in case of an attack by Japan?
In 1941, War Plan Orange 3 envisioned the defense of what and why and what was Rainbow Five?
What 2 things did the US do after France gave up control of Indochina to Japan?
The Japanese needed to wage war fast because the home islands had to import what and where did it get
most of its oil from?
7. Admiral Yamamoto was confident he could do what in the first 6 months of the war but had no confidence
if the war went how long?
8. What were 5 weaknesses and 1 strength of the Philippines?
Chapter 4 Pearl Harbor
1. How many times did former Prime Minister Prince Fuminaro Konoe try to preserve peace with the US and
by doing what?
2. What was the major warnings on Dec. 2 and the 3 warnings on Dec. 3 the US overlook before the attack
on Pearl Harbor?
3. How did the first Japanese submarine get into Pearl Harbor and what happened to it?
4. What part of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor failed to live up to its expectations?
5. What was one of the bright sides of the attack on Pearl Harbor and what did US naval planners do because
of this?
6. December 7, 1941 is a day that according to FDR will live in what?
7. Why didn’t the US public learn the truth in a timely fashion and how did this relate to Greek poet
Aeschylus?
8. Why was MacArthur’s military career saved even after the attacks on the Philippines?
Chapter 5 The Arcadia Conference
1. Who was chosen to be commander in chief of the US fleet and how was he similar to Yamamoto?
2. How did MacArthur cover up his loses in the Philippines to the American public?
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3. How was the first American war hero created?
4. On Dec. 11, US Marines were able to do something that would not happen again during the Pacific war,
what was it?
5. What role did the battle of Wake Island play on the American public?
6. By Christmas day, what 6 things had the Japanese done?
7. After Pearl Harbor who did FDR place as commander of chief of the US Pacific Fleet?
8. What 5 countries took part in the Arcadia Conference and what was the name of the command unit that
came about on New Years Eve 1941?
Chapter 6 The Lean Months
1. What did General Eisenhower consider General MacArthur in one of his diary entries?
2. Why wasn’t MacArthur punished or relieved of his command after the big mistakes that were made in the
Philippines?
3. What were the 3 new planned conquests that Japan undertook after their early success?
4. How did the Allies divide up the Pacific?
Chapter 7 The Home Front
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why didn’t Adm. Yamamoto want to go to war with the US?
How were Lincoln and FDR similar at the start of their respective wars?
What was the First War Powers act?
What was the first product to be rationed in the US and why?
What did the US government turn to Henry Kaiser to do?
What did FDR do that denied the civil rights to a large number of loyal Japanese Americans that lived on
the West Coast of the US after Pearl Harbor?
7. What were the two revolutions that the Pacific War brought about?
8. How was the US government able to raise money from individuals and corporations?
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